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Priory Takes a Multi-Faceted Approach to Sustainability
By Hovey Clark, a Priory teacher for 15 years who has taken on the newly-created position of Sustainability Coordinator as well.

The Priory has taken some bold new steps in its efforts toward sustainable operations this year. The school has integrated sustainable approaches in many of its
recent capital improvements, and, as Sustainability Coordinator, I hope to bring
organization and leadership to the school’s efforts to promote sustainable thinking and operation, in keeping with the school’s mission to “assist students in becoming lifelong learners and stewards who will productively serve a world in
need of their gifts.”
My experience and familiarity with school’s day-to-day operations enable me to identify ways to guide
more ecologically friendly decision-making. I also look for ways to save money by avoiding inefficiency
in our use of energy and material resources. Next, I hope to turn these situations into educational opportunities whose lessons we can take home and apply to our lives in the greater community.
The school’s efforts to promote sustainability and stewardship have been consistent over the last five
years. In 2005, we finished construction of the Rothrock Performing Arts Center, whose green design
features waterless urinals, insulated windows, and a living roof. In 2007, the school entered into a solar lease agreement, allowing the school to turn unused rooftops and plots on campus into energy production facilities. To date, these solar arrays have produced 350, 000 kWh of energy, and saved the
school more than $50,000 in energy costs. Teachers, administrators, parents and staff have begun to
incorporate sustainable themes into our disparate philosophies, courses, class retreat themes, extraContinued on page 6

That’s the way he was…… and we just loved him for it
When Bill Lane settled with his family in Portola Valley, heaven could
not have made a better match. Our little Town fit perfectly with the
three great passions of his life: family and friends, the American West
and his sense of civic duty. When he died on July 31st of this year, he
took nearly a century of history with him. Yet he left us with a wealth of
open space, buildings, organizations and accolades that will live on to tell
the story of a man who so shaped Portola Valley that it is hard to envision the place without him. But no plaque or endowment can fully replace Bill’s enormous spirit. He was a larger than life sort of man who
made a personal connection to all he met. While doing grand things
with his time and resources, it was the simple things that gave him the
most pleasure.

Susan Duggan and Santa Bill

One of Bill’s great friends was Lowell Duggan. Together they shared decades in the Woodside Mounted
Patrol and a deep affection for their horses. Lowell’s daughter Susan grew up around Bill and rememContinued on page 4
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FREE Nature and Science Programs for Everyone
The Nature and Science Committee will be sponsoring several fascinating free programs for adults and
youths this season.
The first will be a lively lecture on Tuesday evening, November 16, at 7:00 pm in the Historic Schoolhouse. The talk will be given by Sheldon Breiner about his experiences using technology and forensics
to find a sunken Spanish galleon, circa 1576.
The next event will be an update by Leslie Field on Ice911 (www.ice911.org), her continuing environmental research project. The talk will take place on Tuesday, December 7 at 7:30 pm in the Community Hall. Leslie will start with a brief overview of climate change research and mitigation effort. Then
she will share her most recent research progress and plans for Ice911, from efforts to slow local snow
and ice melt to the more far-reaching possibility of slowing the melt of polar and glacial ice.
Looking forward to spring, Paul Heiple will lead a nature hike on Portola Valley trails to share his vast
knowledge of local plants and the fauna who visit them. This hike will be held on Sunday, March 6 at
9:00 am starting from the Windy Hill parking lot. The hike will be limited to fifteen participants. For
reservation, email pheiple@gmail.com or phone 854-7125.
In addition, nature and science classes are offered at Town Center. Please see portolavalley.net for
class listings and schedules.

New Addition to the Town Archives
The Town archives has received a remarkable new addition— bound copies of The Almanac from the
first issue, September 8, 1965 until 2003 when the paper’s archives began to be stored digitally. The
Almanac’s offices are moving from the Alameda to the corporate headquarters in Palo Alto where
space is at a premium.
Portola Valley is probably the second best place for the newspaper
archives since our histories so closely resemble one another. Our
Town was slightly over a year old as an incorporated entity when
The Country Almanac started. Three Portola Valley women were
the founders: Hedy Boissevain, Betty Fry and Jean Heflin. Bill
Lane assisted them financially and with publishing advice. Herb
Dengler was the first columnist, titling his articles “View from Hallidie’s Tramway.” Susan Brown, 7, daughter of Town founder Bob
and Pat Brown was on the first cover.
Although we already have many clippings from the newspaper in
the files from the 1980s onward with smatterings from the 1970s,
it is not possible to capture the flavors of the decades from reading
the items in isolation. Looking at the supermarket and real estate
ads, reading editorials and letters to the editor, and noting events
beyond our own borders through the years provides a glimpse of
recent history.
Over time, with volunteer help, we may be able to index Portola
Valley articles so that a check on the computer for a given topic
will direct one to appropriate issues of the paper. Meanwhile,
come by on any Thursday afternoon from 3 to 5 pm and take a
walk down memory lane by paging through issues from a particular year.
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Mayor’s Letter

Investing Time in Your Community
“It is often said that you get out of life what you
give. Through volunteerism, we not only provide support for our Town, we obtain the rich
rewards of friendship and of truly making a difference, while setting a meaningful example for
future generations.” – Bill Lane, Town Founder
When Portola Valley was incorporated in 1964, Bill
Lane and other town founders envisioned a community where volunteers played a central role in
civic affairs. Bill saw volunteers both as a resource
to keep down the costs of Town government and as
a force to create strong community ties among residents.
In the decades since the Town’s incorporation, volunteers have been indispensable to the vitality of
Portola Valley. Residents have given hours in classrooms, coached youth sports, and raised money for
the schools. They’ve led scout troops, chaperoned
field trips, and served on emergency preparedness
committees. They’ve built trails, cleaned culverts,
and pulled weeds. They’ve organized holiday
events, concerts, and theatrical productions. And
they’ve served on the Town’s sixteen committees,
the Planning Commission, the Architecture and
Site Control Commission, and the Town Council.
Longtime residents often remark that their years of
volunteerism included some of the most meaningful experiences of their lives, and they take pride in
the community they helped to build.
The need for volunteers is just as great today as it
was early in the Town’s history. The Blues and Barbecue event, a Portola Valley tradition begun by
volunteers more than a decade ago, had to be cancelled this year due to a lack of manpower. To be
sure, the pressures of life in 2010 are different than
they were in 1964. Career demands and the com-

plexities of family life put great pressure on discretionary time. However, there are volunteer opportunities to fit every situation.
Do you care about the Town’s sports programs but
only have a few hours to spare each month? The
Parks and Rec Committee would welcome your involvement.
Do you enjoy organizing a great party with friends
and have some extra time next August? The Community Events Committee would love your help
with Blues and Barbecue.
Are you concerned about global warming and have
ideas for increasing the energy efficiency of the
Town’s housing stock? There’s a place for you on
the Sustainability Committee.
Do you agree that democracy begins at home and
that Portola Valley deserves good leadership?
Think about running for Town Council next year.
You can check out portolavalley.net; Town Government; Town Committees for a host of other volunteer opportunities.
It is fitting to close with another quote from Bill
Lane:
“Each and every volunteer's service, irrespective of
the level, is critical to this incredible community's
continued success! Our commission and committee
volunteers, working in concert with the Town
Council, ensure the unique quality of life we all enjoy in this very special place. Without volunteer
effort, the unique characteristics of our Town that
we can all too often take for granted will be lost."
We welcome your contribution to the well-being of
our Town.

Recycle Your Batteries & CFLs at the Curb!
Did you know that you can recycle your used batteries and Compact Fluorescent Light (CFLs) Bulbs at
the curb? For GreenWaste Recovery customers, simply place the item in a clear Ziploc bag and place on
top (not inside) of your recyclables container. Each CFL should be placed in a separate bag to avoid
breakage. Please note: regular fluorescent tubes are considered hazardous waste and can be recycled at
Portola Valley Hardware. For more information on recycling services, visit
http://www.greenwaste.com/residential-services/portola-valley/portola-valley-what-can-be-recycled
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Bill Lane
(From page 1)
bers him well. In the early 1990s, Susan found herself without a horse. Bill suggested that she ride his beloved chestnut
Moon in the Mounted Patrol’s Family Play Day. Having met at the
Woodside Bakery, Bill picked Susan up with Moon in the horse trailer.
After grabbing some coffee, she climbed in beside him. There he was,
beaming in the front seat. “Sue,” he said, “it just doesn’t get any better than this: A beautiful September morning, hauling my horse, good
company and a good cup of coffee.” His delight and satisfaction in
such a day was vintage Bill. “He cared about the little details,” she
said. “He was tickled and delighted by the simple things: That’s the
way he was.”

Along with his wife Jean, Bill invested heavily in the landscape and
the preservation of the American West. Our Town bears his mark today through the miles of interconnected and maintained horse trails
that help to define its rural character.

Bill and Moon
Courtesy Susan Duggan

His involvement with the Red Barn at Stanford was a perfect combination of his love of horses and his
alma mater, Stanford. George Parker, a highly accomplished Professor at Stanford Business School
and longtime friend and neighbor, credits Bill with initiating the program to save the Red Barn and its
equestrian programs from ruin back in 1986. “Bill was always involved,” George said. “He was there
at every ceremonial event cheering on the “gals” as he called them. He’d put on his red chaps and hat
Our little Town fit perfectly with the three great passions of his life: family and
friends, the American West and his sense of civic duty.

and sit atop his wonderfully calm horse. Bill was a loquacious, friendly, super enthusiastic guy.” Bill
Wraith, another longtime friend concurred. When his duties as US Ambassador to Australia kept him
from personally accepting the Outstanding Horseperson Citizen of the Year Award from the Mounted
Patrol, Bill made his presence known. Bill Wraith recalled how over 100 people listened to Bill’s recorded acceptance speech at the Sharon Heights Country Club. “There we were, listening to the tape.
We thought it would be just a few words, but we quickly realized that it was much longer.” Chuckling
he added, “It was almost 90 minutes! Bill was like that. He wouldn’t let you off the hook until he got it
all in. All of it was meaningful, and we just loved him for it.”
From the late 1980s, Dr. Mark Goodman-Morris was the Lane’s pastor at Valley Presbyterian Church.
Having worked together on a number of building projects, Dr. Goodman-Morris recalled Bill’s vision
for the Lane Family Hall as a place for the community to gather. “I believe Bill thought that he was
truly blessed and felt the need to pass that blessing on to others. It was sort of a one-two punch with
Bill. People can provide financial support, but not everyone feels the need to respond as he did by
sharing his blessings with others,” Dr. Goodman-Morris said. He credits Bill’s parents and family with
instilling the sense of gratitude that Bill displayed throughout his life. It was this generous spirit that
led the Lanes to provide a leading gift for the new Portola Valley Town Center for the benefit of the entire community.
Bill was a classic. A rugged, western individual, who could roll with venture capitalists, yet was humbled by a sunset over Windy Hill. A family man who found the good in every day, in every person and
every horse he met. He was a man who worked with great politicians, yet delighted hundreds of children on his lap as Santa Claus. He was a wonderful gift to all who knew him. Bill, we will miss you.
May your delight, dedication and decency live on in this community for years to come.

Marti Tedesco
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Summer Water Bills Have You Down?
Did you know that in the California Water District – Bear Gulch (which includes
Portola Valley) landscaping accounts for up to 62% of total water use in a typical
household? One strategy to reduce your outdoor water use is to convert your
conventional lawn to native sod. The Town of Portola Valley has collaborated
with California Water Services, Earth Saver’s Club for Kids and the Holland/Yates Family to create a Native Sod demonstration plot at the Town Center.
Native Sod requires less maintenance and about 50% less water than conventional sod. The demonstration plot is located near the soccer field and includes
four types of Native Sod. Check it out the next time you’re at the Town Center or
contact Brandi de Garmeaux, Sustainability and Resource Efficiency Coordinator
for more information: bdegarmeaux@portolavalley.net or 650-851-1700 ext.
222. For more water conservation tips visit www.portolavalley.net and look for
Resources for Everyone under the Sustainability section.
Source: http://www.recycleworks.org/co2/USTFwaterenergyreport.pdf

Native sod plot at
Town Center

A Case Study on Neighborhood Undergrounding
In 2008, owners of the six homes on Solana Road in Portola Valley completed their own neighborhood undergrounding project. The Committee has published the case study on portolavalley.net to
show how neighbors can come together to beautify their street by eliminating overhead outdoor wiring and to cite some ballpark costs.
Solana Road

Before

After

We’d like to encourage self-starters because it
could take the Town 50 – 100 years to underground everything. Historically, the Town has
gotten very limited funds from PG&E to underground small sections of Portola and Alpine
Roads. Therefore, undergrounding other areas of
Town will require a new source of funds, or residents to take the initiative themselves.
Check out an overview of the strengths and pitfalls of the project at portolavallley.net; Town
Government; Town Committees; Cable and Utilities Undergrounding Committee.

How Do You Get to School?
This is the year to change up your routine and
try biking, busing, walking or carpooling to
school! The Safe Routes to School Coalition,
Town of Portola Valley and Portola Valley School
District are working together to implement
measures to make it safer and more fun to bike,
bus, walk or carpool to school and around Town!
You may have noticed the recent work around
Town including trail upgrades, an additional
crossing guard in the afternoon at the intersec-

tion of Alpine and Portola Roads and new crosswalk signs. The Town and School District have
also joined an innovative program to facilitate
carpooling, bike pooling and walkpooling –
www.CarpooltoSchool.com. To access the Safe
Routes to School Map, SamTrans bus schedule,
or to learn more about the Safe Routes to
School Coalition, visit www.portolavalley.net
and look for Safe Routes to School under the
Sustainability section.
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Priory’s Approach to Sustainability

curricular service learning opportunities for students toward student health and wellness.

On another front, the school is working to reduce
food waste. Currently, about 1,000 pounds of cuttings from fruit and vegetables per month are
composted to supply the school’s vegetable garden
with compost. And while diversion of this kind of
waste from landfill has benefits, the real focus
should be to reduce plate waste and overproduction of food, which cost the school tens of
thousands of dollars per year.

For example, last year’s tenth grade retreat gave
students the opportunity to help residents at the
Sequoias to reduce the amount of junk mail they
received. This helped to reduce the resources
and energy needed to produce, distribute, and
dispose of unnecessary paper products. Other
students on the same retreat produced
videos that suggested ways that Priory
The Sustainability Committee worked
students could conserve water in their
with Andrew Shakman, the founder and
homes. Additional student efforts are
chief consultant of LeanPath, to address
demonstrated in the school’s association
this food waste problem. Mr. Shakman
with an all-girls school in Kenya. Stupointed out that the over-preparation of
dents are helping to raise funds for the
food is associated with inefficient puroperation of the school, with the underchasing and serving policies. This year, I
standing that sustainable development
am offering a new class called Food Proincludes the education of young women
duction and Natural Sciences, focusing
in developing countries, which is the
on sustainable agriculture. Students
best way to reduce fertility rates and
have tried to address the food waste
Bluebird Housing
slow global population growth. Last
problem at school by growing pumpkins
year, student and teacher fundraising
that serve as centerpieces on the tables
efforts totaled more than $100,000. And, for
in the cafeteria. Each pumpkin has a small plaque
her Senior Project, one student helped to collect
with a message about the impacts of food waste
and ship donations of athletic equipment, then
locally and globally.
traveled to Kenya during the summer to provide
Some of these efforts have had immediate impacts
direction on the development of the academy’s
on the school’s operations and the student comathletic program.
munity’s attitudes toward food waste, and we are
Students participating in the Priory’s Sustainalso looking to the future with the recognition that
ability Club worked on a ‘healthy habitat’ initiaour biggest improvements will take time. Curtive to improve the school campus and landrently, I am working with the faculty Sustainability
scape by installing around campus 20 bluebird
Committee to develop baselines and benchmarks
houses and 4 owl houses, and assembling brush
for energy use and resource conservation. Our tarpiles using landscape debris. These improveget is to reduce energy use to the quantity proments have helped to provide living space for
duced by our solar arrays. We are also working to
western blue birds and other songbirds. The
improve our recycling program to divert more
project resulted in official recognition by the Seschool waste from landfill and to save money on
quoia Audubon Society for our work at recontrash hauling expenses.
ciliation ecology.
Our efforts at the school have shown us that susWorking with a specialist from PG&E, I have
tainability efforts have multifaceted benefits, but
overseen the audit of the school’s kitchen applithat real change takes time and effort to achieve.
ances, and there are opportunities to save energy Our work will be accomplished by a few commitand money by improving appliance insulation
ted people on campus, whose work will be most
and operating schedules. In light of rebates and
productive when it is informed by members of the
planned rate hikes, which accelerate return on
greater community, and when improvements in
investment, I will be encouraging the school to
conservation efforts are coordinated with efforts at
consider some major upgrades in kitchen equipstudent education.
ment for next year’s budget.
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It Pays to be Prepared!
Natural disasters can happen at any time, and disasters come in all forms like earthquakes, wildland fires, even
smaller emergencies in our home, like a fire or an accident. BE PREPARED. This article will give you the
three steps to basic preparation: 1) resources, 2) a plan, and 3) be informed. There are many sources that can
assist you in the most basic emergency planning. One of my favorites is www.ready.gov. The Town website,
www.portolavalley.net also has a wealth of emergency preparedness information.
Resources. You have most of what you need already in your possession. Water, food, first aid, and alternate
communication.
3 gallons of water per person per day. Generous water consumption is about 3 gallons per person per
day, which includes everything but showers. A family of four for a week requires about 100 gallons. One week is
a long time and you will not be alone, but having a week’s worth of water is a good idea. Water heaters and swimming pools are water resources, but, you probably want to purify pool water first. You can boil the water (if you
have gas or electricity) or can use camping purification tablets available at any camp store. Storing water
in plastic jugs requires maintenance as the water goes bad over time.
Seven days of food. Refrigerated food will probably last about 24 hours after power goes out, longer if you
don’t open the refrigerator door very often. You probably have lots of food in your pantry, and eventually you’ll
only have pantry food so you should probably have some emergency food supplies. The easiest, cheapest and
most readily available is “meals ready to eat.” You can get these online or at most camp stores.
First Aid Kit. Everyone should have first aid kits at home and in your car. Sports stores, camp stores have
many versions for hiking, camping, home, and all other activities. Remember these kits need replacing about
every three years.
Other things that I keep around. Coleman camp stove and spare gas. Flashlights with plenty of
spare batteries. A battery powered or crank AM radio. A pair of slippers under my bed to get
out in case there is debris that would cut my feet. I put a flashlight there, too.
The Plan. As great as PV is, it simply does not have enough services and resources to go around to everyone if
something really bad happened. So, you must first take care of yourself and your family, and your plan should
include meeting points for your family, on and off your property. If the emergency comes at night you’ll want to
get out of the house in the dark. Everyone should have a flashlight by their bedside. Establish a meeting
place, this way you’ll know everyone did get out.
You should have a designated out-of-towner for everyone to call and act as a checkpoint. Long-distance
telephone often works, but local does not. Worrying about your loved ones will occupy much of your time in the
early hours or days if you are not all together.
Confirm that there are no life threatening situations. If you have an urgent need, try calling 911. If that fails, you
should assist with your first aid to stabilize matters and send someone for help (to fire station) if the phone does
not work. It’s also good to know a local physician in your neighborhood. And you can always take Red
Cross classes to be up on all kinds of procedures to save lives.
Be Informed. Know your neighbors. You might actually prepare an inventory list of things you all
could share and their location – a pool pump for fire, tools, gas cut-offs, generators, etc. Everyone should have
an AM radio. Communications can be the life-saver. CERPP in Portola Valley has organized the neighborhoods with radios and a network to get information to and from Town Center. Know who your CERPP
neighbors are. Family Radios (everyone has these) are also tuned up for intra-neighborhood communication.
Check out www.cerpp.org or the Town website for more details. If you are a ham radio operator, tune up
the Redwood City OES repeater or 52 direct on two meters. If the Town Emergency Operations Center is activated, someone will be listening and probably can get you some assistance if required.
Bottom line -- you should assume you are on your own for a short while. Be calm. Think before acting. Be prepared to assist. Have plenty of water, food, and batteries.

The PV Post Goes Electronic
Portola Valley gets even greener. First the Town Council did away with paper agendas and packets, and
now this newsletter is going green, too. This issue is the last to be printed and sent to all residents’ mailboxes. Beginning with the Spring 2011 issue, the Post will be an electronic document to which you can
subscribe. Simply go to portolavalley.net and click on eNotices Sign Up on the left side of the page. When
the new issue is online, you’ll be notified by email. A limited number of paper copies will be available at
Town Center and other locations around Town.
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Cultural Arts Committee
The Cultural Arts Committee (CAC) had a very
exciting and productive year. During the summer
two music concerts and one movie night were
presented at the Town Center. These events were
well received by the community. "It is nice not
having to drive and to be able to hang out on our
lawn with friends," was the type of comment we
heard. We hope to present more of these and, as
always, welcome suggestions. Circle December
4th on your calendar for the Holiday Art Faire.
Back by popular demand, the CAC will show the
work of local artisans at the Historic School
House. The show will be inside and outside from
10 am – 4 pm with a variety of goods and festive
refreshments for sale with a percentage of the
profits to benefit the PV Open Space Fund and
the PV School District. Prospective participants
are invited to email: pvholidayfair@gmail.com
for further details.
Don Neiderhaus generously restored the tiles
found around the playground at the Town Center,
which showcase PV schools children's’ work done
30 years ago. In the months to come there will be
more tiles to view - see if one of yours might be
there.

Our goal is to honor community and all facets of
art. The CAC is always looking for new members we have many subgroups working on projects that
are particular to committee members’ talents and

Circle December 4th on your
calendar for the Holiday Art Faire
interests. Our meetings are held on the 2nd or 3rd
Thursday of the month at 1:00 in the Historic
School House. To verify meeting times, check with
Deirdre Clark 851-9983 or Susan Thomas 8510844 or any friends in this picture.

